
We took a trip of a lifetime, embarking on the tall sailing ship “Europa” the end of February, 
2007, we sailed for 53 days, south to Antarctica, NE to South Georgia Island, NE to Tristan 
deCuhna, and then almost due E to Cape Town South Africa.  Disembarking there, we spent a 
week in South Africa, flew to London where we spent four exhausting days and then home 2½ 
months later. 

This trip and narrative is dedicated to our late son-in-law, Mark Brewer. 

 Mark & daughter, Melanie were married in March 2005.  After being 
diagnosed with a very aggressive form of stomach cancer, we were blessed 
to have him with us until January 1, 2006.

In the fall of 2004, Mark climbed Aconcagua in Argentina, with his good friend 
Jim Nylander.  He & Jim, then toured Argentina and Mark fell in love with the 
little town of Ushuaia.  When he came home, he told Melanie that he wanted to 
take her there some day.

After his death in 2006, Joe & I started looking for some type of adventure to help 
bring us out of the depression of losing Mark.  As sailors, both Joe and I have 
always had a fascination with “tall ships” and so when I found the “Bark 

Europa” on-line, I was immediately interested.  Not only that, but this adventure’s 
beginning point was Ushuaia Argentina, it was like Mark was there encouraging us to go.  He would have loved every 
minute and we felt his presence the whole time. 

We left Ellensburg on February 24, 2007, flew the “red-eye” to JFK, next to Buenos Aires, and 
then finally to Ushuaia.  This is the southernmost city in Argentina.  The town is very “Bavarian” 
as it is surrounded by wonderful alpine-type mountains.  We spent two days just walking around 
and soaking in the atmosphere.  The night before we were to board the “Bark Europa”, Myrna fell 
and broke her wrist.  There was a worry that they would not let us go on the trip, because one 
needs both hands just to hang on and get around.  However, the doctor and the Captain eventually 
allowed us to continue.  The 53 day Antarctic adventure begins!

March 2-5: Drake Passage meant seasickness for 98% of passengers and crew!  Of 
course this means no picture taking during this time.

March 6th, First landing – Aitcho Island (part of South Shetland Islands) Our first 
encounter with the peninsula of Antarctic was truly breathtaking.  It is all rock, ice, and snow.  Actually 
Antarctica is the largest desert on earth and is as dry, moisture-wise, as the Sahara Desert.  The ice pack 

has been there for millions of years. We were told that the best way to encounter 
penguins, was to sit on the ground and let them come to you.  They 
are very curious and love to waddle up to you and peck to see what 
you are made of.  There were gentoo and chinstrap (notable black 
strap marking like a chinstrap) 
penguins.  Fur seals greeted us with 
energetic curiosity.  They are the 
only seal with tiny ears along the side 
of their heads and can be pretty aggressive 
if they think you are encroaching upon 

their territory.  There were weddell & elephant seals, which are HUGE and skua – a predatory bird.



March 7th – On our way to Spert & Trinity Islands, six 
Humpback whales entertain us for over an hour.  It was 
like they were trying to communicate as the came up, 
pirouetted, turned over and swam backwards.  Truly 
amazing!

March 9th – This was our first landing on the Antarctic Continent.  There is lots of brash ice around 
the zodiacs as they take us to shore.  A leopard seal also became curious and followed the zodiac.  As 
these are pretty aggressive seals, a boat hook was used to fend the seal off, lest they decide to take an 
experimental bite out of the pontoon.

March 10th – When we reach the southernmost point of the trip at 65o South, Captain brought out 
some Dutch liqueur – Oorlam, so that we could each toast this significant event.

March 12-18th – We spend the next week sailing NE to the South Georgia Islands.  Captain Klaas 
attempted to land at Elephant Island, but the wind and swell force made landing an impossibility.

March 13th – While at sea, the mix of crew and passengers used all means of creativity to keep busy 
and entertained.  There were sea watches of 4 hours on and 8 hours off, 
where we took turns watching for growlers (icebergs that are smaller 
then the waves and therefore not picked up on radar) and steering the 
ship.  The cooks often brought up big buckets of potatoes for peeling, 
one could help with laundry, always some repair to sails and ropes, lots 

of reading and journaling and 
movies every night, except 
Sunday.  One of the big events 
during this time, was the 
removal of Myrna’s cast.  
Because the ship was not 
equipped for cast cutting, the 
ship’s doctor worked with the 

engineer to create a shoe horn type metal to protect the arm and also used the tools of the engineer’s 
trade to cut the cast.  The shop vac was used to suck up the considerable amount of dust created by the 
project.  

March 15th – Dodging icebergs!  It is cloudy and iceberg visibility is very poor.  Sails are taken 
down to decrease the ship’s speed.  The people on watch for the growlers (often bigger then a car) see 
one just a bit too late.  The ship plows into one and the ship’s Lady (also known as the figurehead Truus) 
is lost.  Captain Klaas does not seem too upset.  However the crew made a replacement that lasted a few 
days before also falling into the sea.



March 19-20th – We make it to our first South Georgia landing at Rosita Harbor.  We take a zodiac 
ride around the bay and ooh and aah at the magnificent act of Mother Nature with all the different shapes 
of the icebergs.  Here we have our first encounter with King penguins, and again see many fur and 
elephant seals.  It is noteworthy here that, because we are now further north, there is more vegetation.  
The zodiac needs to wend its way through the kelp in the water.

Next stop is Salisbury Plain where we visit a huge King penguin rookery. 

Prion Island is spitting distance from Salisbury Plain in the Bay of Isles and has a Wandering Albatross 
colony. To reach the colony requires a bit of an uphill walk, well worth the effort.  At the top there is a 
small colony of the birds.  The young ones practice the mating dance and bugle to one another.  These 

amazing birds have an average wing span of 11 feet and 
weigh about 18 pounds.  They are supreme gliders with 
locking wings that enable them to fly for hours/miles 
without tiring.

March 19-21st – Next stop is Prince Olav Harbor, which 
is one of many old whaling stations in Antarctica.  Reindeer 
were imported by the whaling station for meat.  They are 
now over populating the area and environmentally, they are 
a problem.

March 22nd – The ship dropped off a group of passengers and crew at Fortuna Bay where they 
followed the route that Ernest Shackelton’s hiked to Stromness Bay in order to save his men.  

March 23rd – King Edward Point & Grytviken Whaling Station 

At the beginning of the Falkland War, Argentine forces occupied South Georgia and 
closed the research station. They were expelled by British military forces on 
April 25th, after the Argentinian submarine Santa Fe was intercepted and 
disabled by depth charges from a Royal Marine helicopter.  A group of 
Special Forces and Royal Marines conducted a naval bombardment 
demonstration on the low hills opposite Grytviken.  The Argentine garrison 
and crew of the Santa Fe surrendered to the Royal Marines, after fifteen 
minutes.   

Grytviken whaling station is where Ernest Shackelton and his men were rescued in 1916.  
When Shackelton died in 1922, his body was brought here to be buried.   



March 24th - After a morning lecture from the folks at the Research Station, and a 
last minute walk around the bay, we leave King Edwards Point.  Nice weather allows 
us to sail the inside passage to Godthul.  Captain Klaas takes us through the narrow 
entrance to show us the beautiful cove.  There is just enough room for “Europa” to 
turn around.  The weather forecast is for strong winds and there is not enough 
protection in this bay to stay, so onward to Ocean Harbor.

March 25th – At Ocean Harbor, we awake to snow!!  Of course, some take this 
opportunity for a good old fashioned snowball fight.

March 26th – Our last stop on South Georgia, is 
at Cooper Bay.  A steep hike on a slippery slope 
with penguin pooh, ice, snow and mud was made by some in order to 
finally encounter a well hidden rookery of Macaroni penguins! These 
penguins are a bit shy.

March 27 – April 7th – We are now back at sea, heading for 
Tristan de Cuhna.  This ocean leg of the voyage finds a bit of 
monotony among the passengers, so the Captain encourages anyone so 

inclined, to do a presentation on important facets of their lives back 
home.  The ship’s doctor gave one on sea kayaking, a couple of young people were able to talk about 
their separate years of working at McMurdo – the research station at the south end of Antarctica.  Joe 
and I did a presentation on sailing our 38’ boat in the Pacific Northwest.  It was a real opportunity to get 
to know one another even more.  

We encounter some very calm days, some stormy times, a lot of wallowing back and forth, and heeling.  
It makes for interesting moving around the ship, sleeping, and eating. Sometimes we and/or our meal 
end up in someone’s lap.

March 27th – We spent our 36th anniversary at sea.  The crew was 
super nice and gave us bottles of champagne to toast with fellow 
passengers and crew and also presented us with a nice card and box of 
chocolates.

April 1st  – Palm Sunday

Several passenger and crew spend part of this day in the lounge 
listening to the beautiful “Matheus 

Passion”.  This is a family 
tradition for the purser, Tjalling’s family.   Very powerful!

April 4th  – This evening “Europa” weathered a storm.  Joe & 
Myrna managed to sleep blissfully through it, but saw a video of it 
the next night.



April 7th, Easter Saturday – Tristan de Cuhna

We are all very delighted to see Tristan de Chuna.  Everyone is ready to kiss the ground, a lot want a 
local beer, several want to buy goodies at the grocery store.  However, we find the harbor is closed due 

to heavy swell.  So we anchor around the corner for some protection.  We plan for 
an Easter landing, tomorrow and a lot of folks hope to attend church services.

In the meantime, the sun is shining and Alan and Kinsley drop fishing lines are 
over the side.  Alan caught a small fish which was used for bait for the both of 
them.  Then, Kinsley caught what he at first thought was a big bunch of kelp.  As 
he brought the hand line to the side of the boat, Joe discovered a large flash of 
silver and with help managed to land a 100# Grouper!  We had sushi, fish steaks 
for dinner, and fish soup for lunch.  It actually tasted very good. It’s Gert’s 50th 
birthday, and so time for a party!!  We start out after dinner with a trivial pursuit, 
using all the information that we supposedly have learned about the Antarctic 
fauna. We break into teams and play a competitive game.

Next the crew rig up the deck with party lights and the dancing commences.

April 8th – Easter Sunday

From Logbook:  Swells still too heavy.  We decide to weigh anchor 
and move towards the settlement for better communication reception.  
A 30’ sailing vessel named “Finisterre” hails “Europa” for help.  
They have lost their anchor (tried dropping it over the side without 
tying it down) and are requesting to tie up to our ship until they can 
also get ashore. 

April 9th – Easter Monday – Hooray, we can go ashore!  Because we had to spend time at anchor 
awaiting the sea swell to go down, we only had a few hours to spend on shore.  This island is very self 
supporting and we had a choice to go see the potato patches, or hike to where a volcano shut down the 
island for 18 months several years ago.  Some also opted to play a game of golf.  The mayor of the town 
had to set up a temporary golf course next to the cemetery, because the cows and sheep were currently 
pasturing in the regular golf course.  This island has a total of 300 people with seven surnames.



April 10-20, 2007 – Tristan de Cuhna to Cape Town

It seemed to be the longest sea voyage.  We had run out of icebergs, still no ships that we could see, but 
we were still entertained by whales and birds.  We were all ready to 
touch shore and purchase a good beer and a fresh salad.  After this 
many days at sea, the fresh fruits and veggies are all gone.  The 
cooks have done a wonderful job 
and we are all well fed.  We land 
in Cape Town on April 20th.  What 
a wonderful trip this has been.

The 
“Europa” cruise is very 
environmentally correct.  The crew 
crush cans and glass and stow all other 
forms of garbage.  We fill a very large 
truck in Cape Town.

“Europa”, our home for the last 53 

days, is now in dry dock.  Having a 
steel hull requires a yearly painting.  She definitely needed it!

 
April 24th – Train ride to Johannesburg South Africa

We decide to tour the South African countryside in all it’s 
variety by taking a train ride to Johannesburg.  

We stayed one night in a hotel in Johannesburg.  We were 
forewarned by EVERYONE not to wander alone or catch a 
taxi in this city.  Everywhere we went we saw high fences and 
concertina wire.  Crime is rampant, mainly due to the 
immigration problems caused by people from North Africa 
looking for a better life.  From Johannesburg, we took a bus 
ride to Hippo Hollow, which was the place we stayed while 

we safaried for 1 ½ days in Kruger National Park.  We saw nothing but amazing things, ooohing and 
aaahing all the time.

April 30th to May 3rd – London

We flew to London for the last leg of our trip.  Had a wonderful four days with much to see and so little 
time or energy.  We loved the pubs (good food, beer & atmosphere), thoroughly enjoyed and maxed our 
brains at the museums, saw one show: “The Lion King”, and found transportation there something for 
the United States to model after.  For country folk, we actually enjoyed the compactness of London.

What a time we had!!
Myrna & Joe Antonich


